
Walnut Grove Bike Trail 
Survey Results
Walnut Grove Homes Association



The City of Madison Parks Department has proposed adding a bike optimized single track trail to the Walnut 
Grove Park. To ensure the WGHA Board accurately represents your interests, we'd like your feedback on this 
project. Prior to taking the survey, we recommend you review the information shared in the Spring 2022 
Newsletter (Page 13) and/or the City of Madison project website. 

Newsletter: https://walnutgrovemadison.org/newsletter-archive
Project website: https://cityofmadison.com/parks/projects/walnut-grove-parks-singletrack-improvements

A summary of the results will be shared with the project leads in the Parks Department and our District 9 Alder. 

We want to hear from you! The more voices who respond will aid in giving clear, well represented direction to 
the Board. 

Opening Statement: 



103 Responses Received (of 311 households, 452 total email addresses)
Support as Proposed: 61 or 59%
Support with Modifications: 10 or 10%
Don’t Know: 6 or 6%
Oppose as Proposed: 6 or 6%
Oppose Entirely: 16 or 15.5%
Don’t Care: 4 or 4%

Question 1:



I support this project as currently proposedQuestion 2: Open Ended Feedback

Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here. 1

Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing 
walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks 
like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement! 1
Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 1
Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment. 1
Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer 
biking experiences for them. 1
Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project. 1
I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the 
best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that 
isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make 
more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it! 1
I believe it is a good addition to the park. 1

I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. 
There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 1
I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 1
I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the 
traffic mitigation plan happen too. 1
I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their 
own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to 
have a trail like the one proposed! 1
I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved 
sidewalk on the south side of the park. 1
I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 1
I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for 
bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in 
youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 1
If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks. 1


Pivots

		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)								Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)

		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)								What is your age? (optional)		(All)								Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)

																						What is your age? (optional)		(All)

						Values										Values

		What is your age? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 				Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 								Values

		Under 35		I support this project as currently proposed		7		70%				No		I support this project as currently proposed		32		55%				Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		Count 		% 

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		10%						I support this project with modifications		10		17%				I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		1		10%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		4		7%						Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		10%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		3%						Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		1		2%

		Under 35 Total				10		10%						I oppose this project entirely		8		14%						Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.		1		2%

		35-50		I support this project as currently proposed		26		74%						I don't care		2		3%						Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		1		3%				No Total				58		56%						Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		3		9%				Yes, small children		I support this project as currently proposed		18		72%						I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		3%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		2		8%						I believe it is a good addition to the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		11%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		4%						I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		1		2%

		35-50 Total				35		34%						I oppose this project entirely		4		16%						I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		1		2%

		51-65		I support this project as currently proposed		16		57%				Yes, small children Total				25		24%						I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		3		11%				Yes, tweens and teens		I support this project as currently proposed		10		67%						I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		7%						I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		7%						I oppose this project entirely		2		13%						I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		14%						I don't care		2		13%						I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		1		2%

				I don't care		2		7%				Yes, tweens and teens Total				15		15%						If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		1		2%

		51-65 Total				28		27%				(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%						I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		1		2%

		Over 65		I support this project as currently proposed		11		44%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		40%						It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		6		24%						I oppose this project entirely		2		40%						Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%				(blank) Total				5		5%						Provides for more use of the park by more people.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		8%				Grand Total				103		100%						Something for kids to do.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		16%																sounds great!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		4%																The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		1		2%

		Over 65 Total				25		24%																The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		1		2%

		(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		3		60%																This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		1		2%

		(blank) Total				5		5%																This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		1		2%

		Grand Total				103		100%																This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		1		2%

																								This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		1		2%

																								We sup
We support outdoor activities.		1		2%

																								(blank)		30		49%

																						I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		1		10%

																								Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		1		10%

																								I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		1		10%

																								I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		1		10%

																								I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		1		10%

																								I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		1		10%

																								I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		1		10%

																								Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		1		10%

																								My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		1		10%

																								The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		1		10%

																						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		1		17%

																								I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		1		17%

																								The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		1		17%

																								trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		1		17%

																								(blank)		2		33%

																						I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		1		17%

																								The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


		1		17%

																								Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		1		17%

																								(blank)		3		50%

																						I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		1		6%

																								I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 		1		6%

																								I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		1		6%

																								Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		1		6%

																								The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		1		6%

																								The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		1		6%

																								The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		1		6%

																								This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		1		6%

																								Too much potential for bike walker interactions		1		6%

																								We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		1		6%

																								Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  		1		6%

																								With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		1		6%

																								(blank)		4		25%

																						I don't care		(blank)		4		100%

																						Grand Total				103		100%





Data

		Timestamp		Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		What is your age? (optional)		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Name (optional)		Street Address (optional)

		5/12/2022 10:21:06		I don't care				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 10:45:20		I don't care				Under 35		No				609 walnut grove dr

		5/18/2022 12:20:40		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 13:32:35		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Richard 		7301 Farmington way 

		5/11/2022 23:20:48		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				Over 65		No		Mark Schmitt		21 Springwood Cir

		5/12/2022 10:03:50		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 15:28:25		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:44:59		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		35-50		Yes, small children		Kristin Pavelec		213 N. Westfield

		5/18/2022 11:05:44		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:21:41		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 5:55:29		I oppose this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:52:41		I oppose this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 14:28:26		I oppose this project as currently proposed		Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		Over 65		No

		5/19/2022 0:48:45		I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Mark DuRussel		21 Harwood Cir N

		5/20/2022 9:04:25		I oppose this project as currently proposed				Over 65

		5/20/2022 9:36:49		I oppose this project as currently proposed		The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


						Hayden McCann

		5/12/2022 7:03:49		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:17:25		I oppose this project entirely				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 8:19:25		I oppose this project entirely		The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		Over 65		No		Susan Carpenter		5 Round Hill Cir

		5/12/2022 10:40:45		I oppose this project entirely		We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 11:44:31		I oppose this project entirely		This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		Over 65		No				29 Greenhaven Circle

		5/12/2022 19:11:15		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:35:58		I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		Over 65		No		Cindy  Hyman		1 Greenhaven Circle 

		5/14/2022 7:54:40		I oppose this project entirely		Too much potential for bike walker interactions		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/14/2022 11:35:10		I oppose this project entirely		Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens				North Westfield Road

		5/16/2022 13:36:23		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 				Yes, small children		Meghan Johnson		7210 Farmington Way

		5/17/2022 21:57:54		I oppose this project entirely		The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 11:11:29		I oppose this project entirely		With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Danielle Bashirullaah		21 Foxboro Circle

		5/18/2022 13:52:42		I oppose this project entirely

		5/18/2022 16:30:52		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/19/2022 11:19:58		I oppose this project entirely		Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  

		5/20/2022 9:51:46		I oppose this project entirely		The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		51-65		No

		5/11/2022 22:10:44		I support this project as currently proposed		Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		35-50		Yes, small children		Bill Schutten		6 Harwood Cir S

		5/11/2022 22:13:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/11/2022 22:13:18		I support this project as currently proposed		This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		William Benton		313 Oldfield Road

		5/11/2022 22:53:39		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/11/2022 23:11:10		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/11/2022 23:17:57		I support this project as currently proposed		I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		35-50		Yes, small children		Jason Morgan		21 Winterset Cir

		5/11/2022 23:26:43		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 0:46:46		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No		Dean and Barbara Hekel		7017 Colony Drive

		5/12/2022 6:32:20		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Graeme Ballantyne

		5/12/2022 6:33:07		I support this project as currently proposed		Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 6:35:01		I support this project as currently proposed		Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		51-65		No		Laurie Howard

		5/12/2022 6:36:48		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No		David Platz		34 Harwood Cir N 

		5/12/2022 6:45:48		I support this project as currently proposed		I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		35-50		Yes, small children		Wes Culberson		10 Round Hill Cir.

		5/12/2022 7:11:23		I support this project as currently proposed		I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/12/2022 7:26:00		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No		Kari Boyer		318 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 7:37:24		I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Jen Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:41:43		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Sal Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:56:14		I support this project as currently proposed		If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		Over 65		No		don wylie		410 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/12/2022 8:04:00		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/12/2022 8:27:06		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:24		I support this project as currently proposed		I believe it is a good addition to the park.		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:29		I support this project as currently proposed		I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Laura Swisher		34 Oxwood Circle

		5/12/2022 9:39:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Birgitta		18 Southwick cir

		5/12/2022 10:46:52		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 12:22:41		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 12:51:59		I support this project as currently proposed		This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		Over 65		No		Darlene Harper		13 Rye Circle

		5/12/2022 14:34:37		I support this project as currently proposed		I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		35-50		Yes, small children		Kari Hampton		301 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 14:42:02		I support this project as currently proposed		I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		51-65		No				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/12/2022 14:55:25		I support this project as currently proposed		The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 19:28:31		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/13/2022 8:01:55		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/13/2022 11:48:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		51-65		No		Scott		413 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/15/2022 8:27:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		35-50		Yes, small children				6 Harwood Cir S 

		5/15/2022 8:33:59		I support this project as currently proposed		Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		Under 35		Yes, small children				Farmington Ct

		5/17/2022 11:22:43		I support this project as currently proposed		sounds great!		35-50		Yes, small children		Jennie Bell		5 Rye Circle

		5/18/2022 10:27:04		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 10:28:53		I support this project as currently proposed		I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		Under 35		No

		5/18/2022 10:30:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No		Heidi		402 N Gammon

		5/18/2022 10:32:43		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 10:33:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 10:53:36		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/18/2022 10:56:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No				22 Oxwood Circle

		5/18/2022 11:13:21		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 11:23:50		I support this project as currently proposed		This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Deanna Hoppe		7126 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 11:53:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.

		5/18/2022 11:56:52		I support this project as currently proposed		I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		carl Korz		10 Greenhaven Circle

		5/18/2022 12:00:41		I support this project as currently proposed		I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		35-50		No		Christopher Luther		7401 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 12:06:40		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:09:34		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:15:34		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 13:37:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 14:17:37		I support this project as currently proposed		The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		51-65		No		Tom Wall		7309 Whitacre Rd.

		5/18/2022 14:41:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Megan Branch		7109 Farmington Way 

		5/18/2022 16:19:47		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 16:25:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:46:05		I support this project as currently proposed		This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 18:36:27		I support this project as currently proposed		Something for kids to do.		Over 65		No				Colony Dr.

		5/18/2022 21:13:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 21:40:09		I support this project as currently proposed		Provides for more use of the park by more people.		Over 65		No				29 Oxwood Circle

		5/19/2022 6:19:19		I support this project as currently proposed		It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/19/2022 8:52:44		I support this project as currently proposed		We sup
We support outdoor activities.		Over 65		No		Ron Towle/ELinor Riley		6 Springwood Cir

		5/11/2022 22:13:49		I support this project with modifications		The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		Over 65		No		David Phillips		Southwick

		5/12/2022 8:55:11		I support this project with modifications		I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		Over 65		No		Allen Liegel		6 Southwick Circle

		5/12/2022 14:22:10		I support this project with modifications		I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		51-65		No

		5/13/2022 14:03:49		I support this project with modifications		Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		Over 65		No		Kim Grimmer		7302 Whitacre Rd

		5/18/2022 16:50:49		I support this project with modifications		I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		Over 65		No		Jon Jenson		18 Harwood Circle N

		5/18/2022 19:56:48		I support this project with modifications		I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		Over 65		No		Paul Weimer		14 Oxwood Circle

		5/20/2022 10:24:28		I support this project with modifications		Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		51-65		No

		5/20/2022 10:55:13		I support this project with modifications		My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		51-65		No		Lauren Thliveris		22 Stone Crest Circle

		5/20/2022 23:50:13		I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		Over 65		No		Brock Woods		13 Winterset Circle.

		5/22/2022 13:14:14		I support this project with modifications		I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		35-50		No















































































































































































































I support this project as currently proposed (continued)Question 2: Open Ended Feedback

I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  1
It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces. 1
Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park! 1
Provides for more use of the park by more people. 1
Something for kids to do. 1
sounds great! 1
The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west. 1

The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am 
concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the 
dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to 
see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while 
Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE 
TENNIS COURTS!  1
This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers. 1
This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 1
This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be 
great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor 
sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and 
healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home 
to enjoy regularly with my family. 1
This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail. 1
This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction 
space for local families. 1
This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 1
We sup
We support outdoor activities. 1
(blank) 30


Pivots

		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)								Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)

		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)								What is your age? (optional)		(All)								Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)

																						What is your age? (optional)		(All)

						Values										Values

		What is your age? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 				Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 								Values

		Under 35		I support this project as currently proposed		7		70%				No		I support this project as currently proposed		32		55%				Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		Count 		% 

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		10%						I support this project with modifications		10		17%				I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		1		10%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		4		7%						Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		10%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		3%						Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		1		2%

		Under 35 Total				10		10%						I oppose this project entirely		8		14%						Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.		1		2%

		35-50		I support this project as currently proposed		26		74%						I don't care		2		3%						Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		1		3%				No Total				58		56%						Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		3		9%				Yes, small children		I support this project as currently proposed		18		72%						I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		3%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		2		8%						I believe it is a good addition to the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		11%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		4%						I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		1		2%

		35-50 Total				35		34%						I oppose this project entirely		4		16%						I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		1		2%

		51-65		I support this project as currently proposed		16		57%				Yes, small children Total				25		24%						I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		3		11%				Yes, tweens and teens		I support this project as currently proposed		10		67%						I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		7%						I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		7%						I oppose this project entirely		2		13%						I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		14%						I don't care		2		13%						I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		1		2%

				I don't care		2		7%				Yes, tweens and teens Total				15		15%						If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		1		2%

		51-65 Total				28		27%				(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%						I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		1		2%

		Over 65		I support this project as currently proposed		11		44%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		40%						It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		6		24%						I oppose this project entirely		2		40%						Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%				(blank) Total				5		5%						Provides for more use of the park by more people.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		8%				Grand Total				103		100%						Something for kids to do.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		16%																sounds great!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		4%																The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		1		2%

		Over 65 Total				25		24%																The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		1		2%

		(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		3		60%																This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		1		2%

		(blank) Total				5		5%																This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		1		2%

		Grand Total				103		100%																This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		1		2%

																								This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		1		2%

																								We sup
We support outdoor activities.		1		2%

																								(blank)		30		49%

																						I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		1		10%

																								Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		1		10%

																								I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		1		10%

																								I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		1		10%

																								I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		1		10%

																								I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		1		10%

																								I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		1		10%

																								Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		1		10%

																								My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		1		10%

																								The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		1		10%

																						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		1		17%

																								I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		1		17%

																								The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		1		17%

																								trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		1		17%

																								(blank)		2		33%

																						I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		1		17%

																								The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


		1		17%

																								Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		1		17%

																								(blank)		3		50%

																						I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		1		6%

																								I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 		1		6%

																								I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		1		6%

																								Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		1		6%

																								The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		1		6%

																								The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		1		6%

																								The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		1		6%

																								This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		1		6%

																								Too much potential for bike walker interactions		1		6%

																								We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		1		6%

																								Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  		1		6%

																								With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		1		6%

																								(blank)		4		25%

																						I don't care		(blank)		4		100%

																						Grand Total				103		100%





Data

		Timestamp		Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		What is your age? (optional)		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Name (optional)		Street Address (optional)

		5/12/2022 10:21:06		I don't care				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 10:45:20		I don't care				Under 35		No				609 walnut grove dr

		5/18/2022 12:20:40		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 13:32:35		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Richard 		7301 Farmington way 

		5/11/2022 23:20:48		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				Over 65		No		Mark Schmitt		21 Springwood Cir

		5/12/2022 10:03:50		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 15:28:25		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:44:59		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		35-50		Yes, small children		Kristin Pavelec		213 N. Westfield

		5/18/2022 11:05:44		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:21:41		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 5:55:29		I oppose this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:52:41		I oppose this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 14:28:26		I oppose this project as currently proposed		Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		Over 65		No

		5/19/2022 0:48:45		I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Mark DuRussel		21 Harwood Cir N

		5/20/2022 9:04:25		I oppose this project as currently proposed				Over 65

		5/20/2022 9:36:49		I oppose this project as currently proposed		The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


						Hayden McCann

		5/12/2022 7:03:49		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:17:25		I oppose this project entirely				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 8:19:25		I oppose this project entirely		The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		Over 65		No		Susan Carpenter		5 Round Hill Cir

		5/12/2022 10:40:45		I oppose this project entirely		We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 11:44:31		I oppose this project entirely		This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		Over 65		No				29 Greenhaven Circle

		5/12/2022 19:11:15		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:35:58		I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		Over 65		No		Cindy  Hyman		1 Greenhaven Circle 

		5/14/2022 7:54:40		I oppose this project entirely		Too much potential for bike walker interactions		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/14/2022 11:35:10		I oppose this project entirely		Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens				North Westfield Road

		5/16/2022 13:36:23		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 				Yes, small children		Meghan Johnson		7210 Farmington Way

		5/17/2022 21:57:54		I oppose this project entirely		The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 11:11:29		I oppose this project entirely		With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Danielle Bashirullaah		21 Foxboro Circle

		5/18/2022 13:52:42		I oppose this project entirely

		5/18/2022 16:30:52		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/19/2022 11:19:58		I oppose this project entirely		Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  

		5/20/2022 9:51:46		I oppose this project entirely		The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		51-65		No

		5/11/2022 22:10:44		I support this project as currently proposed		Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		35-50		Yes, small children		Bill Schutten		6 Harwood Cir S

		5/11/2022 22:13:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/11/2022 22:13:18		I support this project as currently proposed		This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		William Benton		313 Oldfield Road

		5/11/2022 22:53:39		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/11/2022 23:11:10		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/11/2022 23:17:57		I support this project as currently proposed		I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		35-50		Yes, small children		Jason Morgan		21 Winterset Cir

		5/11/2022 23:26:43		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 0:46:46		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No		Dean and Barbara Hekel		7017 Colony Drive

		5/12/2022 6:32:20		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Graeme Ballantyne

		5/12/2022 6:33:07		I support this project as currently proposed		Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 6:35:01		I support this project as currently proposed		Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		51-65		No		Laurie Howard

		5/12/2022 6:36:48		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No		David Platz		34 Harwood Cir N 

		5/12/2022 6:45:48		I support this project as currently proposed		I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		35-50		Yes, small children		Wes Culberson		10 Round Hill Cir.

		5/12/2022 7:11:23		I support this project as currently proposed		I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/12/2022 7:26:00		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No		Kari Boyer		318 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 7:37:24		I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Jen Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:41:43		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Sal Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:56:14		I support this project as currently proposed		If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		Over 65		No		don wylie		410 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/12/2022 8:04:00		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/12/2022 8:27:06		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:24		I support this project as currently proposed		I believe it is a good addition to the park.		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:29		I support this project as currently proposed		I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Laura Swisher		34 Oxwood Circle

		5/12/2022 9:39:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Birgitta		18 Southwick cir

		5/12/2022 10:46:52		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 12:22:41		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 12:51:59		I support this project as currently proposed		This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		Over 65		No		Darlene Harper		13 Rye Circle

		5/12/2022 14:34:37		I support this project as currently proposed		I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		35-50		Yes, small children		Kari Hampton		301 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 14:42:02		I support this project as currently proposed		I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		51-65		No				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/12/2022 14:55:25		I support this project as currently proposed		The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 19:28:31		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/13/2022 8:01:55		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/13/2022 11:48:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		51-65		No		Scott		413 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/15/2022 8:27:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		35-50		Yes, small children				6 Harwood Cir S 

		5/15/2022 8:33:59		I support this project as currently proposed		Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		Under 35		Yes, small children				Farmington Ct

		5/17/2022 11:22:43		I support this project as currently proposed		sounds great!		35-50		Yes, small children		Jennie Bell		5 Rye Circle

		5/18/2022 10:27:04		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 10:28:53		I support this project as currently proposed		I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		Under 35		No

		5/18/2022 10:30:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No		Heidi		402 N Gammon

		5/18/2022 10:32:43		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 10:33:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 10:53:36		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/18/2022 10:56:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No				22 Oxwood Circle

		5/18/2022 11:13:21		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 11:23:50		I support this project as currently proposed		This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Deanna Hoppe		7126 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 11:53:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.

		5/18/2022 11:56:52		I support this project as currently proposed		I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		carl Korz		10 Greenhaven Circle

		5/18/2022 12:00:41		I support this project as currently proposed		I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		35-50		No		Christopher Luther		7401 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 12:06:40		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:09:34		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:15:34		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 13:37:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 14:17:37		I support this project as currently proposed		The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		51-65		No		Tom Wall		7309 Whitacre Rd.

		5/18/2022 14:41:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Megan Branch		7109 Farmington Way 

		5/18/2022 16:19:47		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 16:25:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:46:05		I support this project as currently proposed		This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 18:36:27		I support this project as currently proposed		Something for kids to do.		Over 65		No				Colony Dr.

		5/18/2022 21:13:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 21:40:09		I support this project as currently proposed		Provides for more use of the park by more people.		Over 65		No				29 Oxwood Circle

		5/19/2022 6:19:19		I support this project as currently proposed		It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/19/2022 8:52:44		I support this project as currently proposed		We sup
We support outdoor activities.		Over 65		No		Ron Towle/ELinor Riley		6 Springwood Cir

		5/11/2022 22:13:49		I support this project with modifications		The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		Over 65		No		David Phillips		Southwick

		5/12/2022 8:55:11		I support this project with modifications		I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		Over 65		No		Allen Liegel		6 Southwick Circle

		5/12/2022 14:22:10		I support this project with modifications		I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		51-65		No

		5/13/2022 14:03:49		I support this project with modifications		Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		Over 65		No		Kim Grimmer		7302 Whitacre Rd

		5/18/2022 16:50:49		I support this project with modifications		I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		Over 65		No		Jon Jenson		18 Harwood Circle N

		5/18/2022 19:56:48		I support this project with modifications		I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		Over 65		No		Paul Weimer		14 Oxwood Circle

		5/20/2022 10:24:28		I support this project with modifications		Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		51-65		No

		5/20/2022 10:55:13		I support this project with modifications		My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		51-65		No		Lauren Thliveris		22 Stone Crest Circle

		5/20/2022 23:50:13		I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		Over 65		No		Brock Woods		13 Winterset Circle.

		5/22/2022 13:14:14		I support this project with modifications		I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		35-50		No















































































































































































































I support this project with modificationsQuestion 2: Open Ended Feedback

Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail 
useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many 
residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park 
should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse 
ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them. 1

Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do 
not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections. 1
I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about 
the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the 
bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the 
design when presented. 1

I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and 
believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they 
host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield 
can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 1
I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path. 1

I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same 
space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  
Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you 
need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road 
by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety. 1

I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be 
open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not. 1
Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it 
more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a 
walking path there. 1
My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the 
woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic. 1
The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to 
those children who would use the facility. 1


Pivots

		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)								Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)

		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)								What is your age? (optional)		(All)								Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)

																						What is your age? (optional)		(All)

						Values										Values

		What is your age? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 				Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 								Values

		Under 35		I support this project as currently proposed		7		70%				No		I support this project as currently proposed		32		55%				Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		Count 		% 

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		10%						I support this project with modifications		10		17%				I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		1		10%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		4		7%						Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		10%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		3%						Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		1		2%

		Under 35 Total				10		10%						I oppose this project entirely		8		14%						Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.		1		2%

		35-50		I support this project as currently proposed		26		74%						I don't care		2		3%						Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		1		3%				No Total				58		56%						Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		3		9%				Yes, small children		I support this project as currently proposed		18		72%						I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		3%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		2		8%						I believe it is a good addition to the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		11%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		4%						I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		1		2%

		35-50 Total				35		34%						I oppose this project entirely		4		16%						I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		1		2%

		51-65		I support this project as currently proposed		16		57%				Yes, small children Total				25		24%						I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		3		11%				Yes, tweens and teens		I support this project as currently proposed		10		67%						I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		7%						I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		7%						I oppose this project entirely		2		13%						I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		14%						I don't care		2		13%						I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		1		2%

				I don't care		2		7%				Yes, tweens and teens Total				15		15%						If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		1		2%

		51-65 Total				28		27%				(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%						I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		1		2%

		Over 65		I support this project as currently proposed		11		44%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		40%						It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		6		24%						I oppose this project entirely		2		40%						Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%				(blank) Total				5		5%						Provides for more use of the park by more people.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		8%				Grand Total				103		100%						Something for kids to do.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		16%																sounds great!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		4%																The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		1		2%

		Over 65 Total				25		24%																The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		1		2%

		(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		3		60%																This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		1		2%

		(blank) Total				5		5%																This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		1		2%

		Grand Total				103		100%																This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		1		2%

																								This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		1		2%

																								We sup
We support outdoor activities.		1		2%

																								(blank)		30		49%

																						I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		1		10%

																								Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		1		10%

																								I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		1		10%

																								I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		1		10%

																								I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		1		10%

																								I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		1		10%

																								I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		1		10%

																								Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		1		10%

																								My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		1		10%

																								The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		1		10%

																						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		1		17%

																								I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		1		17%

																								The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		1		17%

																								trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		1		17%

																								(blank)		2		33%

																						I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		1		17%

																								The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


		1		17%

																								Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		1		17%

																								(blank)		3		50%

																						I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		1		6%

																								I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 		1		6%

																								I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		1		6%

																								Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		1		6%

																								The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		1		6%

																								The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		1		6%

																								The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		1		6%

																								This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		1		6%

																								Too much potential for bike walker interactions		1		6%

																								We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		1		6%

																								Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  		1		6%

																								With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		1		6%

																								(blank)		4		25%

																						I don't care		(blank)		4		100%

																						Grand Total				103		100%





Data

		Timestamp		Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		What is your age? (optional)		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Name (optional)		Street Address (optional)

		5/12/2022 10:21:06		I don't care				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 10:45:20		I don't care				Under 35		No				609 walnut grove dr

		5/18/2022 12:20:40		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 13:32:35		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Richard 		7301 Farmington way 

		5/11/2022 23:20:48		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				Over 65		No		Mark Schmitt		21 Springwood Cir

		5/12/2022 10:03:50		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 15:28:25		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:44:59		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		35-50		Yes, small children		Kristin Pavelec		213 N. Westfield

		5/18/2022 11:05:44		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:21:41		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 5:55:29		I oppose this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:52:41		I oppose this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 14:28:26		I oppose this project as currently proposed		Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		Over 65		No

		5/19/2022 0:48:45		I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Mark DuRussel		21 Harwood Cir N

		5/20/2022 9:04:25		I oppose this project as currently proposed				Over 65

		5/20/2022 9:36:49		I oppose this project as currently proposed		The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


						Hayden McCann

		5/12/2022 7:03:49		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:17:25		I oppose this project entirely				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 8:19:25		I oppose this project entirely		The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		Over 65		No		Susan Carpenter		5 Round Hill Cir

		5/12/2022 10:40:45		I oppose this project entirely		We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 11:44:31		I oppose this project entirely		This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		Over 65		No				29 Greenhaven Circle

		5/12/2022 19:11:15		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:35:58		I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		Over 65		No		Cindy  Hyman		1 Greenhaven Circle 

		5/14/2022 7:54:40		I oppose this project entirely		Too much potential for bike walker interactions		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/14/2022 11:35:10		I oppose this project entirely		Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens				North Westfield Road

		5/16/2022 13:36:23		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 				Yes, small children		Meghan Johnson		7210 Farmington Way

		5/17/2022 21:57:54		I oppose this project entirely		The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 11:11:29		I oppose this project entirely		With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Danielle Bashirullaah		21 Foxboro Circle

		5/18/2022 13:52:42		I oppose this project entirely

		5/18/2022 16:30:52		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/19/2022 11:19:58		I oppose this project entirely		Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  

		5/20/2022 9:51:46		I oppose this project entirely		The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		51-65		No

		5/11/2022 22:10:44		I support this project as currently proposed		Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		35-50		Yes, small children		Bill Schutten		6 Harwood Cir S

		5/11/2022 22:13:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/11/2022 22:13:18		I support this project as currently proposed		This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		William Benton		313 Oldfield Road

		5/11/2022 22:53:39		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/11/2022 23:11:10		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/11/2022 23:17:57		I support this project as currently proposed		I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		35-50		Yes, small children		Jason Morgan		21 Winterset Cir

		5/11/2022 23:26:43		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 0:46:46		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No		Dean and Barbara Hekel		7017 Colony Drive

		5/12/2022 6:32:20		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Graeme Ballantyne

		5/12/2022 6:33:07		I support this project as currently proposed		Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 6:35:01		I support this project as currently proposed		Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		51-65		No		Laurie Howard

		5/12/2022 6:36:48		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No		David Platz		34 Harwood Cir N 

		5/12/2022 6:45:48		I support this project as currently proposed		I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		35-50		Yes, small children		Wes Culberson		10 Round Hill Cir.

		5/12/2022 7:11:23		I support this project as currently proposed		I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/12/2022 7:26:00		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No		Kari Boyer		318 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 7:37:24		I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Jen Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:41:43		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Sal Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:56:14		I support this project as currently proposed		If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		Over 65		No		don wylie		410 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/12/2022 8:04:00		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/12/2022 8:27:06		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:24		I support this project as currently proposed		I believe it is a good addition to the park.		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:29		I support this project as currently proposed		I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Laura Swisher		34 Oxwood Circle

		5/12/2022 9:39:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Birgitta		18 Southwick cir

		5/12/2022 10:46:52		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 12:22:41		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 12:51:59		I support this project as currently proposed		This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		Over 65		No		Darlene Harper		13 Rye Circle

		5/12/2022 14:34:37		I support this project as currently proposed		I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		35-50		Yes, small children		Kari Hampton		301 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 14:42:02		I support this project as currently proposed		I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		51-65		No				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/12/2022 14:55:25		I support this project as currently proposed		The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 19:28:31		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/13/2022 8:01:55		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/13/2022 11:48:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		51-65		No		Scott		413 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/15/2022 8:27:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		35-50		Yes, small children				6 Harwood Cir S 

		5/15/2022 8:33:59		I support this project as currently proposed		Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		Under 35		Yes, small children				Farmington Ct

		5/17/2022 11:22:43		I support this project as currently proposed		sounds great!		35-50		Yes, small children		Jennie Bell		5 Rye Circle

		5/18/2022 10:27:04		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 10:28:53		I support this project as currently proposed		I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		Under 35		No

		5/18/2022 10:30:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No		Heidi		402 N Gammon

		5/18/2022 10:32:43		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 10:33:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 10:53:36		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/18/2022 10:56:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No				22 Oxwood Circle

		5/18/2022 11:13:21		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 11:23:50		I support this project as currently proposed		This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Deanna Hoppe		7126 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 11:53:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.

		5/18/2022 11:56:52		I support this project as currently proposed		I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		carl Korz		10 Greenhaven Circle

		5/18/2022 12:00:41		I support this project as currently proposed		I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		35-50		No		Christopher Luther		7401 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 12:06:40		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:09:34		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:15:34		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 13:37:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 14:17:37		I support this project as currently proposed		The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		51-65		No		Tom Wall		7309 Whitacre Rd.

		5/18/2022 14:41:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Megan Branch		7109 Farmington Way 

		5/18/2022 16:19:47		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 16:25:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:46:05		I support this project as currently proposed		This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 18:36:27		I support this project as currently proposed		Something for kids to do.		Over 65		No				Colony Dr.

		5/18/2022 21:13:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 21:40:09		I support this project as currently proposed		Provides for more use of the park by more people.		Over 65		No				29 Oxwood Circle

		5/19/2022 6:19:19		I support this project as currently proposed		It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/19/2022 8:52:44		I support this project as currently proposed		We sup
We support outdoor activities.		Over 65		No		Ron Towle/ELinor Riley		6 Springwood Cir

		5/11/2022 22:13:49		I support this project with modifications		The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		Over 65		No		David Phillips		Southwick

		5/12/2022 8:55:11		I support this project with modifications		I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		Over 65		No		Allen Liegel		6 Southwick Circle

		5/12/2022 14:22:10		I support this project with modifications		I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		51-65		No

		5/13/2022 14:03:49		I support this project with modifications		Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		Over 65		No		Kim Grimmer		7302 Whitacre Rd

		5/18/2022 16:50:49		I support this project with modifications		I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		Over 65		No		Jon Jenson		18 Harwood Circle N

		5/18/2022 19:56:48		I support this project with modifications		I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		Over 65		No		Paul Weimer		14 Oxwood Circle

		5/20/2022 10:24:28		I support this project with modifications		Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		51-65		No

		5/20/2022 10:55:13		I support this project with modifications		My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		51-65		No		Lauren Thliveris		22 Stone Crest Circle

		5/20/2022 23:50:13		I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		Over 65		No		Brock Woods		13 Winterset Circle.

		5/22/2022 13:14:14		I support this project with modifications		I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		35-50		No















































































































































































































I don't know if I support or oppose this projectQuestion 2: Open Ended Feedback

At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will 
change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and 
make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space 
and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the 
city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we 
need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all 
ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young 
to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  1
I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area? 1
The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the 
courts. 1
trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic 1
(blank) 2


Pivots

		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)								Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)

		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)								What is your age? (optional)		(All)								Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)

																						What is your age? (optional)		(All)

						Values										Values

		What is your age? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 				Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 								Values

		Under 35		I support this project as currently proposed		7		70%				No		I support this project as currently proposed		32		55%				Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		Count 		% 

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		10%						I support this project with modifications		10		17%				I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		1		10%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		4		7%						Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		10%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		3%						Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		1		2%

		Under 35 Total				10		10%						I oppose this project entirely		8		14%						Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.		1		2%

		35-50		I support this project as currently proposed		26		74%						I don't care		2		3%						Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		1		3%				No Total				58		56%						Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		3		9%				Yes, small children		I support this project as currently proposed		18		72%						I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		3%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		2		8%						I believe it is a good addition to the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		11%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		4%						I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		1		2%

		35-50 Total				35		34%						I oppose this project entirely		4		16%						I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		1		2%

		51-65		I support this project as currently proposed		16		57%				Yes, small children Total				25		24%						I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		3		11%				Yes, tweens and teens		I support this project as currently proposed		10		67%						I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		7%						I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		7%						I oppose this project entirely		2		13%						I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		14%						I don't care		2		13%						I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		1		2%

				I don't care		2		7%				Yes, tweens and teens Total				15		15%						If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		1		2%

		51-65 Total				28		27%				(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%						I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		1		2%

		Over 65		I support this project as currently proposed		11		44%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		40%						It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		6		24%						I oppose this project entirely		2		40%						Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%				(blank) Total				5		5%						Provides for more use of the park by more people.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		8%				Grand Total				103		100%						Something for kids to do.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		16%																sounds great!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		4%																The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		1		2%

		Over 65 Total				25		24%																The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		1		2%

		(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		3		60%																This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		1		2%

		(blank) Total				5		5%																This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		1		2%

		Grand Total				103		100%																This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		1		2%

																								This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		1		2%

																								We sup
We support outdoor activities.		1		2%

																								(blank)		30		49%

																						I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		1		10%

																								Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		1		10%

																								I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		1		10%

																								I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		1		10%

																								I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		1		10%

																								I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		1		10%

																								I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		1		10%

																								Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		1		10%

																								My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		1		10%

																								The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		1		10%

																						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		1		17%

																								I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		1		17%

																								The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		1		17%

																								trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		1		17%

																								(blank)		2		33%

																						I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		1		17%

																								The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


		1		17%

																								Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		1		17%

																								(blank)		3		50%

																						I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		1		6%

																								I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 		1		6%

																								I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		1		6%

																								Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		1		6%

																								The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		1		6%

																								The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		1		6%

																								The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		1		6%

																								This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		1		6%

																								Too much potential for bike walker interactions		1		6%

																								We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		1		6%

																								Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  		1		6%

																								With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		1		6%

																								(blank)		4		25%

																						I don't care		(blank)		4		100%

																						Grand Total				103		100%





Data

		Timestamp		Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		What is your age? (optional)		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Name (optional)		Street Address (optional)

		5/12/2022 10:21:06		I don't care				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 10:45:20		I don't care				Under 35		No				609 walnut grove dr

		5/18/2022 12:20:40		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 13:32:35		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Richard 		7301 Farmington way 

		5/11/2022 23:20:48		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				Over 65		No		Mark Schmitt		21 Springwood Cir

		5/12/2022 10:03:50		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 15:28:25		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:44:59		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		35-50		Yes, small children		Kristin Pavelec		213 N. Westfield

		5/18/2022 11:05:44		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:21:41		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 5:55:29		I oppose this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:52:41		I oppose this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 14:28:26		I oppose this project as currently proposed		Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		Over 65		No

		5/19/2022 0:48:45		I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Mark DuRussel		21 Harwood Cir N

		5/20/2022 9:04:25		I oppose this project as currently proposed				Over 65

		5/20/2022 9:36:49		I oppose this project as currently proposed		The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


						Hayden McCann

		5/12/2022 7:03:49		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:17:25		I oppose this project entirely				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 8:19:25		I oppose this project entirely		The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		Over 65		No		Susan Carpenter		5 Round Hill Cir

		5/12/2022 10:40:45		I oppose this project entirely		We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 11:44:31		I oppose this project entirely		This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		Over 65		No				29 Greenhaven Circle

		5/12/2022 19:11:15		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:35:58		I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		Over 65		No		Cindy  Hyman		1 Greenhaven Circle 

		5/14/2022 7:54:40		I oppose this project entirely		Too much potential for bike walker interactions		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/14/2022 11:35:10		I oppose this project entirely		Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens				North Westfield Road

		5/16/2022 13:36:23		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 				Yes, small children		Meghan Johnson		7210 Farmington Way

		5/17/2022 21:57:54		I oppose this project entirely		The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 11:11:29		I oppose this project entirely		With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Danielle Bashirullaah		21 Foxboro Circle

		5/18/2022 13:52:42		I oppose this project entirely

		5/18/2022 16:30:52		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/19/2022 11:19:58		I oppose this project entirely		Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  

		5/20/2022 9:51:46		I oppose this project entirely		The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		51-65		No

		5/11/2022 22:10:44		I support this project as currently proposed		Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		35-50		Yes, small children		Bill Schutten		6 Harwood Cir S

		5/11/2022 22:13:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/11/2022 22:13:18		I support this project as currently proposed		This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		William Benton		313 Oldfield Road

		5/11/2022 22:53:39		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/11/2022 23:11:10		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/11/2022 23:17:57		I support this project as currently proposed		I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		35-50		Yes, small children		Jason Morgan		21 Winterset Cir

		5/11/2022 23:26:43		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 0:46:46		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No		Dean and Barbara Hekel		7017 Colony Drive

		5/12/2022 6:32:20		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Graeme Ballantyne

		5/12/2022 6:33:07		I support this project as currently proposed		Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 6:35:01		I support this project as currently proposed		Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		51-65		No		Laurie Howard

		5/12/2022 6:36:48		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No		David Platz		34 Harwood Cir N 

		5/12/2022 6:45:48		I support this project as currently proposed		I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		35-50		Yes, small children		Wes Culberson		10 Round Hill Cir.

		5/12/2022 7:11:23		I support this project as currently proposed		I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/12/2022 7:26:00		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No		Kari Boyer		318 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 7:37:24		I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Jen Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:41:43		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Sal Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:56:14		I support this project as currently proposed		If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		Over 65		No		don wylie		410 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/12/2022 8:04:00		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/12/2022 8:27:06		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:24		I support this project as currently proposed		I believe it is a good addition to the park.		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:29		I support this project as currently proposed		I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Laura Swisher		34 Oxwood Circle

		5/12/2022 9:39:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Birgitta		18 Southwick cir

		5/12/2022 10:46:52		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 12:22:41		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 12:51:59		I support this project as currently proposed		This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		Over 65		No		Darlene Harper		13 Rye Circle

		5/12/2022 14:34:37		I support this project as currently proposed		I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		35-50		Yes, small children		Kari Hampton		301 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 14:42:02		I support this project as currently proposed		I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		51-65		No				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/12/2022 14:55:25		I support this project as currently proposed		The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 19:28:31		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/13/2022 8:01:55		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/13/2022 11:48:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		51-65		No		Scott		413 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/15/2022 8:27:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		35-50		Yes, small children				6 Harwood Cir S 

		5/15/2022 8:33:59		I support this project as currently proposed		Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		Under 35		Yes, small children				Farmington Ct

		5/17/2022 11:22:43		I support this project as currently proposed		sounds great!		35-50		Yes, small children		Jennie Bell		5 Rye Circle

		5/18/2022 10:27:04		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 10:28:53		I support this project as currently proposed		I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		Under 35		No

		5/18/2022 10:30:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No		Heidi		402 N Gammon

		5/18/2022 10:32:43		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 10:33:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 10:53:36		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/18/2022 10:56:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No				22 Oxwood Circle

		5/18/2022 11:13:21		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 11:23:50		I support this project as currently proposed		This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Deanna Hoppe		7126 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 11:53:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.

		5/18/2022 11:56:52		I support this project as currently proposed		I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		carl Korz		10 Greenhaven Circle

		5/18/2022 12:00:41		I support this project as currently proposed		I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		35-50		No		Christopher Luther		7401 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 12:06:40		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:09:34		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:15:34		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 13:37:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 14:17:37		I support this project as currently proposed		The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		51-65		No		Tom Wall		7309 Whitacre Rd.

		5/18/2022 14:41:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Megan Branch		7109 Farmington Way 

		5/18/2022 16:19:47		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 16:25:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:46:05		I support this project as currently proposed		This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 18:36:27		I support this project as currently proposed		Something for kids to do.		Over 65		No				Colony Dr.

		5/18/2022 21:13:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 21:40:09		I support this project as currently proposed		Provides for more use of the park by more people.		Over 65		No				29 Oxwood Circle

		5/19/2022 6:19:19		I support this project as currently proposed		It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/19/2022 8:52:44		I support this project as currently proposed		We sup
We support outdoor activities.		Over 65		No		Ron Towle/ELinor Riley		6 Springwood Cir

		5/11/2022 22:13:49		I support this project with modifications		The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		Over 65		No		David Phillips		Southwick

		5/12/2022 8:55:11		I support this project with modifications		I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		Over 65		No		Allen Liegel		6 Southwick Circle

		5/12/2022 14:22:10		I support this project with modifications		I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		51-65		No

		5/13/2022 14:03:49		I support this project with modifications		Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		Over 65		No		Kim Grimmer		7302 Whitacre Rd

		5/18/2022 16:50:49		I support this project with modifications		I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		Over 65		No		Jon Jenson		18 Harwood Circle N

		5/18/2022 19:56:48		I support this project with modifications		I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		Over 65		No		Paul Weimer		14 Oxwood Circle

		5/20/2022 10:24:28		I support this project with modifications		Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		51-65		No

		5/20/2022 10:55:13		I support this project with modifications		My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		51-65		No		Lauren Thliveris		22 Stone Crest Circle

		5/20/2022 23:50:13		I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		Over 65		No		Brock Woods		13 Winterset Circle.

		5/22/2022 13:14:14		I support this project with modifications		I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		35-50		No















































































































































































































I oppose this project as currently proposedQuestion 2: Open Ended Feedback

My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut 
through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or 
watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents. 1

The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious 
move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both 
for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely 
that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go 
elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park 
users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks 
Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 

1
Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just 
another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users. 1
(blank) 3


Pivots

		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)								Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)

		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)								What is your age? (optional)		(All)								Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)

																						What is your age? (optional)		(All)

						Values										Values

		What is your age? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 				Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 								Values

		Under 35		I support this project as currently proposed		7		70%				No		I support this project as currently proposed		32		55%				Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		Count 		% 

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		10%						I support this project with modifications		10		17%				I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		1		10%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		4		7%						Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		10%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		3%						Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		1		2%

		Under 35 Total				10		10%						I oppose this project entirely		8		14%						Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.		1		2%

		35-50		I support this project as currently proposed		26		74%						I don't care		2		3%						Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		1		3%				No Total				58		56%						Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		3		9%				Yes, small children		I support this project as currently proposed		18		72%						I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		3%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		2		8%						I believe it is a good addition to the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		11%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		4%						I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		1		2%

		35-50 Total				35		34%						I oppose this project entirely		4		16%						I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		1		2%

		51-65		I support this project as currently proposed		16		57%				Yes, small children Total				25		24%						I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		3		11%				Yes, tweens and teens		I support this project as currently proposed		10		67%						I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		7%						I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		7%						I oppose this project entirely		2		13%						I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		14%						I don't care		2		13%						I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		1		2%

				I don't care		2		7%				Yes, tweens and teens Total				15		15%						If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		1		2%

		51-65 Total				28		27%				(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%						I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		1		2%

		Over 65		I support this project as currently proposed		11		44%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		40%						It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		6		24%						I oppose this project entirely		2		40%						Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%				(blank) Total				5		5%						Provides for more use of the park by more people.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		8%				Grand Total				103		100%						Something for kids to do.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		16%																sounds great!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		4%																The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		1		2%

		Over 65 Total				25		24%																The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		1		2%

		(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		3		60%																This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		1		2%

		(blank) Total				5		5%																This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		1		2%

		Grand Total				103		100%																This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		1		2%

																								This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		1		2%

																								We sup
We support outdoor activities.		1		2%

																								(blank)		30		49%

																						I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		1		10%

																								Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		1		10%

																								I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		1		10%

																								I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		1		10%

																								I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		1		10%

																								I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		1		10%

																								I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		1		10%

																								Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		1		10%

																								My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		1		10%

																								The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		1		10%

																						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		1		17%

																								I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		1		17%

																								The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		1		17%

																								trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		1		17%

																								(blank)		2		33%

																						I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		1		17%

																								The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


		1		17%

																								Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		1		17%

																								(blank)		3		50%

																						I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		1		6%

																								I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 		1		6%

																								I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		1		6%

																								Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		1		6%

																								The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		1		6%

																								The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		1		6%

																								The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		1		6%

																								This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		1		6%

																								Too much potential for bike walker interactions		1		6%

																								We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		1		6%

																								Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  		1		6%

																								With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		1		6%

																								(blank)		4		25%

																						I don't care		(blank)		4		100%

																						Grand Total				103		100%





Data

		Timestamp		Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		What is your age? (optional)		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Name (optional)		Street Address (optional)

		5/12/2022 10:21:06		I don't care				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 10:45:20		I don't care				Under 35		No				609 walnut grove dr

		5/18/2022 12:20:40		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 13:32:35		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Richard 		7301 Farmington way 

		5/11/2022 23:20:48		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				Over 65		No		Mark Schmitt		21 Springwood Cir

		5/12/2022 10:03:50		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 15:28:25		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:44:59		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		35-50		Yes, small children		Kristin Pavelec		213 N. Westfield

		5/18/2022 11:05:44		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:21:41		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 5:55:29		I oppose this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:52:41		I oppose this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 14:28:26		I oppose this project as currently proposed		Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		Over 65		No

		5/19/2022 0:48:45		I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Mark DuRussel		21 Harwood Cir N

		5/20/2022 9:04:25		I oppose this project as currently proposed				Over 65

		5/20/2022 9:36:49		I oppose this project as currently proposed		The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


						Hayden McCann

		5/12/2022 7:03:49		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:17:25		I oppose this project entirely				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 8:19:25		I oppose this project entirely		The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		Over 65		No		Susan Carpenter		5 Round Hill Cir

		5/12/2022 10:40:45		I oppose this project entirely		We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 11:44:31		I oppose this project entirely		This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		Over 65		No				29 Greenhaven Circle

		5/12/2022 19:11:15		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:35:58		I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		Over 65		No		Cindy  Hyman		1 Greenhaven Circle 

		5/14/2022 7:54:40		I oppose this project entirely		Too much potential for bike walker interactions		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/14/2022 11:35:10		I oppose this project entirely		Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens				North Westfield Road

		5/16/2022 13:36:23		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 				Yes, small children		Meghan Johnson		7210 Farmington Way

		5/17/2022 21:57:54		I oppose this project entirely		The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 11:11:29		I oppose this project entirely		With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Danielle Bashirullaah		21 Foxboro Circle

		5/18/2022 13:52:42		I oppose this project entirely

		5/18/2022 16:30:52		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/19/2022 11:19:58		I oppose this project entirely		Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  

		5/20/2022 9:51:46		I oppose this project entirely		The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		51-65		No

		5/11/2022 22:10:44		I support this project as currently proposed		Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		35-50		Yes, small children		Bill Schutten		6 Harwood Cir S

		5/11/2022 22:13:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/11/2022 22:13:18		I support this project as currently proposed		This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		William Benton		313 Oldfield Road

		5/11/2022 22:53:39		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/11/2022 23:11:10		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/11/2022 23:17:57		I support this project as currently proposed		I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		35-50		Yes, small children		Jason Morgan		21 Winterset Cir

		5/11/2022 23:26:43		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 0:46:46		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No		Dean and Barbara Hekel		7017 Colony Drive

		5/12/2022 6:32:20		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Graeme Ballantyne

		5/12/2022 6:33:07		I support this project as currently proposed		Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 6:35:01		I support this project as currently proposed		Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		51-65		No		Laurie Howard

		5/12/2022 6:36:48		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No		David Platz		34 Harwood Cir N 

		5/12/2022 6:45:48		I support this project as currently proposed		I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		35-50		Yes, small children		Wes Culberson		10 Round Hill Cir.

		5/12/2022 7:11:23		I support this project as currently proposed		I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/12/2022 7:26:00		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No		Kari Boyer		318 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 7:37:24		I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Jen Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:41:43		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Sal Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:56:14		I support this project as currently proposed		If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		Over 65		No		don wylie		410 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/12/2022 8:04:00		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/12/2022 8:27:06		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:24		I support this project as currently proposed		I believe it is a good addition to the park.		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:29		I support this project as currently proposed		I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Laura Swisher		34 Oxwood Circle

		5/12/2022 9:39:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Birgitta		18 Southwick cir

		5/12/2022 10:46:52		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 12:22:41		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 12:51:59		I support this project as currently proposed		This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		Over 65		No		Darlene Harper		13 Rye Circle

		5/12/2022 14:34:37		I support this project as currently proposed		I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		35-50		Yes, small children		Kari Hampton		301 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 14:42:02		I support this project as currently proposed		I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		51-65		No				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/12/2022 14:55:25		I support this project as currently proposed		The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 19:28:31		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/13/2022 8:01:55		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/13/2022 11:48:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		51-65		No		Scott		413 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/15/2022 8:27:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		35-50		Yes, small children				6 Harwood Cir S 

		5/15/2022 8:33:59		I support this project as currently proposed		Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		Under 35		Yes, small children				Farmington Ct

		5/17/2022 11:22:43		I support this project as currently proposed		sounds great!		35-50		Yes, small children		Jennie Bell		5 Rye Circle

		5/18/2022 10:27:04		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 10:28:53		I support this project as currently proposed		I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		Under 35		No

		5/18/2022 10:30:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No		Heidi		402 N Gammon

		5/18/2022 10:32:43		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 10:33:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 10:53:36		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/18/2022 10:56:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No				22 Oxwood Circle

		5/18/2022 11:13:21		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 11:23:50		I support this project as currently proposed		This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Deanna Hoppe		7126 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 11:53:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.

		5/18/2022 11:56:52		I support this project as currently proposed		I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		carl Korz		10 Greenhaven Circle

		5/18/2022 12:00:41		I support this project as currently proposed		I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		35-50		No		Christopher Luther		7401 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 12:06:40		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:09:34		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:15:34		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 13:37:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 14:17:37		I support this project as currently proposed		The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		51-65		No		Tom Wall		7309 Whitacre Rd.

		5/18/2022 14:41:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Megan Branch		7109 Farmington Way 

		5/18/2022 16:19:47		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 16:25:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:46:05		I support this project as currently proposed		This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 18:36:27		I support this project as currently proposed		Something for kids to do.		Over 65		No				Colony Dr.

		5/18/2022 21:13:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 21:40:09		I support this project as currently proposed		Provides for more use of the park by more people.		Over 65		No				29 Oxwood Circle

		5/19/2022 6:19:19		I support this project as currently proposed		It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/19/2022 8:52:44		I support this project as currently proposed		We sup
We support outdoor activities.		Over 65		No		Ron Towle/ELinor Riley		6 Springwood Cir

		5/11/2022 22:13:49		I support this project with modifications		The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		Over 65		No		David Phillips		Southwick

		5/12/2022 8:55:11		I support this project with modifications		I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		Over 65		No		Allen Liegel		6 Southwick Circle

		5/12/2022 14:22:10		I support this project with modifications		I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		51-65		No

		5/13/2022 14:03:49		I support this project with modifications		Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		Over 65		No		Kim Grimmer		7302 Whitacre Rd

		5/18/2022 16:50:49		I support this project with modifications		I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		Over 65		No		Jon Jenson		18 Harwood Circle N

		5/18/2022 19:56:48		I support this project with modifications		I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		Over 65		No		Paul Weimer		14 Oxwood Circle

		5/20/2022 10:24:28		I support this project with modifications		Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		51-65		No

		5/20/2022 10:55:13		I support this project with modifications		My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		51-65		No		Lauren Thliveris		22 Stone Crest Circle

		5/20/2022 23:50:13		I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		Over 65		No		Brock Woods		13 Winterset Circle.

		5/22/2022 13:14:14		I support this project with modifications		I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		35-50		No















































































































































































































I oppose this project entirelyQuestion 2: Open Ended Feedback

I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer 
fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as 
nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be 
very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks 1
I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 1

I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet 
along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate 
space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses. 1
Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, 
Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 1

The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project 
will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. 
Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove 
Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our 
park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths 
with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park. 1

The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 

1

The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations 
where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in 
establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 1


Pivots

		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)								Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)

		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)								What is your age? (optional)		(All)								Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)

																						What is your age? (optional)		(All)

						Values										Values

		What is your age? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 				Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 								Values

		Under 35		I support this project as currently proposed		7		70%				No		I support this project as currently proposed		32		55%				Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		Count 		% 

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		10%						I support this project with modifications		10		17%				I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		1		10%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		4		7%						Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		10%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		3%						Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		1		2%

		Under 35 Total				10		10%						I oppose this project entirely		8		14%						Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.		1		2%

		35-50		I support this project as currently proposed		26		74%						I don't care		2		3%						Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		1		3%				No Total				58		56%						Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		3		9%				Yes, small children		I support this project as currently proposed		18		72%						I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		3%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		2		8%						I believe it is a good addition to the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		11%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		4%						I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		1		2%

		35-50 Total				35		34%						I oppose this project entirely		4		16%						I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		1		2%

		51-65		I support this project as currently proposed		16		57%				Yes, small children Total				25		24%						I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		3		11%				Yes, tweens and teens		I support this project as currently proposed		10		67%						I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		7%						I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		7%						I oppose this project entirely		2		13%						I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		14%						I don't care		2		13%						I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		1		2%

				I don't care		2		7%				Yes, tweens and teens Total				15		15%						If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		1		2%

		51-65 Total				28		27%				(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%						I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		1		2%

		Over 65		I support this project as currently proposed		11		44%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		40%						It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		6		24%						I oppose this project entirely		2		40%						Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%				(blank) Total				5		5%						Provides for more use of the park by more people.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		8%				Grand Total				103		100%						Something for kids to do.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		16%																sounds great!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		4%																The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		1		2%

		Over 65 Total				25		24%																The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		1		2%

		(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		3		60%																This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		1		2%

		(blank) Total				5		5%																This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		1		2%

		Grand Total				103		100%																This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		1		2%

																								This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		1		2%

																								We sup
We support outdoor activities.		1		2%

																								(blank)		30		49%

																						I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		1		10%

																								Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		1		10%

																								I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		1		10%

																								I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		1		10%

																								I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		1		10%

																								I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		1		10%

																								I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		1		10%

																								Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		1		10%

																								My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		1		10%

																								The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		1		10%

																						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		1		17%

																								I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		1		17%

																								The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		1		17%

																								trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		1		17%

																								(blank)		2		33%

																						I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		1		17%

																								The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


		1		17%

																								Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		1		17%

																								(blank)		3		50%

																						I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		1		6%

																								I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 		1		6%

																								I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		1		6%

																								Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		1		6%

																								The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		1		6%

																								The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		1		6%

																								The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		1		6%

																								This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		1		6%

																								Too much potential for bike walker interactions		1		6%

																								We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		1		6%

																								Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  		1		6%

																								With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		1		6%

																								(blank)		4		25%

																						I don't care		(blank)		4		100%

																						Grand Total				103		100%





Data

		Timestamp		Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		What is your age? (optional)		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Name (optional)		Street Address (optional)

		5/12/2022 10:21:06		I don't care				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 10:45:20		I don't care				Under 35		No				609 walnut grove dr

		5/18/2022 12:20:40		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 13:32:35		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Richard 		7301 Farmington way 

		5/11/2022 23:20:48		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				Over 65		No		Mark Schmitt		21 Springwood Cir

		5/12/2022 10:03:50		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 15:28:25		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:44:59		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		35-50		Yes, small children		Kristin Pavelec		213 N. Westfield

		5/18/2022 11:05:44		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:21:41		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 5:55:29		I oppose this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:52:41		I oppose this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 14:28:26		I oppose this project as currently proposed		Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		Over 65		No

		5/19/2022 0:48:45		I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Mark DuRussel		21 Harwood Cir N

		5/20/2022 9:04:25		I oppose this project as currently proposed				Over 65

		5/20/2022 9:36:49		I oppose this project as currently proposed		The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


						Hayden McCann

		5/12/2022 7:03:49		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:17:25		I oppose this project entirely				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 8:19:25		I oppose this project entirely		The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		Over 65		No		Susan Carpenter		5 Round Hill Cir

		5/12/2022 10:40:45		I oppose this project entirely		We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 11:44:31		I oppose this project entirely		This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		Over 65		No				29 Greenhaven Circle

		5/12/2022 19:11:15		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:35:58		I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		Over 65		No		Cindy  Hyman		1 Greenhaven Circle 

		5/14/2022 7:54:40		I oppose this project entirely		Too much potential for bike walker interactions		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/14/2022 11:35:10		I oppose this project entirely		Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens				North Westfield Road

		5/16/2022 13:36:23		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 				Yes, small children		Meghan Johnson		7210 Farmington Way

		5/17/2022 21:57:54		I oppose this project entirely		The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 11:11:29		I oppose this project entirely		With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Danielle Bashirullaah		21 Foxboro Circle

		5/18/2022 13:52:42		I oppose this project entirely

		5/18/2022 16:30:52		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/19/2022 11:19:58		I oppose this project entirely		Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  

		5/20/2022 9:51:46		I oppose this project entirely		The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		51-65		No

		5/11/2022 22:10:44		I support this project as currently proposed		Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		35-50		Yes, small children		Bill Schutten		6 Harwood Cir S

		5/11/2022 22:13:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/11/2022 22:13:18		I support this project as currently proposed		This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		William Benton		313 Oldfield Road

		5/11/2022 22:53:39		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/11/2022 23:11:10		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/11/2022 23:17:57		I support this project as currently proposed		I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		35-50		Yes, small children		Jason Morgan		21 Winterset Cir

		5/11/2022 23:26:43		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 0:46:46		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No		Dean and Barbara Hekel		7017 Colony Drive

		5/12/2022 6:32:20		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Graeme Ballantyne

		5/12/2022 6:33:07		I support this project as currently proposed		Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 6:35:01		I support this project as currently proposed		Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		51-65		No		Laurie Howard

		5/12/2022 6:36:48		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No		David Platz		34 Harwood Cir N 

		5/12/2022 6:45:48		I support this project as currently proposed		I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		35-50		Yes, small children		Wes Culberson		10 Round Hill Cir.

		5/12/2022 7:11:23		I support this project as currently proposed		I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/12/2022 7:26:00		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No		Kari Boyer		318 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 7:37:24		I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Jen Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:41:43		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Sal Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:56:14		I support this project as currently proposed		If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		Over 65		No		don wylie		410 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/12/2022 8:04:00		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/12/2022 8:27:06		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:24		I support this project as currently proposed		I believe it is a good addition to the park.		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:29		I support this project as currently proposed		I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Laura Swisher		34 Oxwood Circle

		5/12/2022 9:39:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Birgitta		18 Southwick cir

		5/12/2022 10:46:52		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 12:22:41		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 12:51:59		I support this project as currently proposed		This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		Over 65		No		Darlene Harper		13 Rye Circle

		5/12/2022 14:34:37		I support this project as currently proposed		I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		35-50		Yes, small children		Kari Hampton		301 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 14:42:02		I support this project as currently proposed		I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		51-65		No				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/12/2022 14:55:25		I support this project as currently proposed		The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 19:28:31		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/13/2022 8:01:55		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/13/2022 11:48:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		51-65		No		Scott		413 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/15/2022 8:27:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		35-50		Yes, small children				6 Harwood Cir S 

		5/15/2022 8:33:59		I support this project as currently proposed		Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		Under 35		Yes, small children				Farmington Ct

		5/17/2022 11:22:43		I support this project as currently proposed		sounds great!		35-50		Yes, small children		Jennie Bell		5 Rye Circle

		5/18/2022 10:27:04		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 10:28:53		I support this project as currently proposed		I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		Under 35		No

		5/18/2022 10:30:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No		Heidi		402 N Gammon

		5/18/2022 10:32:43		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 10:33:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 10:53:36		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/18/2022 10:56:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No				22 Oxwood Circle

		5/18/2022 11:13:21		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 11:23:50		I support this project as currently proposed		This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Deanna Hoppe		7126 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 11:53:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.

		5/18/2022 11:56:52		I support this project as currently proposed		I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		carl Korz		10 Greenhaven Circle

		5/18/2022 12:00:41		I support this project as currently proposed		I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		35-50		No		Christopher Luther		7401 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 12:06:40		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:09:34		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:15:34		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 13:37:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 14:17:37		I support this project as currently proposed		The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		51-65		No		Tom Wall		7309 Whitacre Rd.

		5/18/2022 14:41:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Megan Branch		7109 Farmington Way 

		5/18/2022 16:19:47		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 16:25:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:46:05		I support this project as currently proposed		This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 18:36:27		I support this project as currently proposed		Something for kids to do.		Over 65		No				Colony Dr.

		5/18/2022 21:13:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 21:40:09		I support this project as currently proposed		Provides for more use of the park by more people.		Over 65		No				29 Oxwood Circle

		5/19/2022 6:19:19		I support this project as currently proposed		It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/19/2022 8:52:44		I support this project as currently proposed		We sup
We support outdoor activities.		Over 65		No		Ron Towle/ELinor Riley		6 Springwood Cir

		5/11/2022 22:13:49		I support this project with modifications		The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		Over 65		No		David Phillips		Southwick

		5/12/2022 8:55:11		I support this project with modifications		I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		Over 65		No		Allen Liegel		6 Southwick Circle

		5/12/2022 14:22:10		I support this project with modifications		I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		51-65		No

		5/13/2022 14:03:49		I support this project with modifications		Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		Over 65		No		Kim Grimmer		7302 Whitacre Rd

		5/18/2022 16:50:49		I support this project with modifications		I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		Over 65		No		Jon Jenson		18 Harwood Circle N

		5/18/2022 19:56:48		I support this project with modifications		I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		Over 65		No		Paul Weimer		14 Oxwood Circle

		5/20/2022 10:24:28		I support this project with modifications		Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		51-65		No

		5/20/2022 10:55:13		I support this project with modifications		My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		51-65		No		Lauren Thliveris		22 Stone Crest Circle

		5/20/2022 23:50:13		I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		Over 65		No		Brock Woods		13 Winterset Circle.

		5/22/2022 13:14:14		I support this project with modifications		I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		35-50		No















































































































































































































I oppose this project entirely (continued)Question 2: Open Ended Feedback

This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous 
situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods? 1
Too much potential for bike walker interactions 1

We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park. 1
Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  1

With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather 
see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, 
walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded. 1
(blank) 4


Pivots

		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)								Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		(All)

		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)								What is your age? (optional)		(All)								Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		(All)

																						What is your age? (optional)		(All)

						Values										Values

		What is your age? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 				Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Do you support or oppose this project?		Count 		% 								Values

		Under 35		I support this project as currently proposed		7		70%				No		I support this project as currently proposed		32		55%				Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		Count 		% 

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		10%						I support this project with modifications		10		17%				I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		1		10%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		4		7%						Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		10%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		3%						Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		1		2%

		Under 35 Total				10		10%						I oppose this project entirely		8		14%						Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.		1		2%

		35-50		I support this project as currently proposed		26		74%						I don't care		2		3%						Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		1		3%				No Total				58		56%						Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		3		9%				Yes, small children		I support this project as currently proposed		18		72%						I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		3%						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		2		8%						I believe it is a good addition to the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		11%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		4%						I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		1		2%

		35-50 Total				35		34%						I oppose this project entirely		4		16%						I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		1		2%

		51-65		I support this project as currently proposed		16		57%				Yes, small children Total				25		24%						I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		3		11%				Yes, tweens and teens		I support this project as currently proposed		10		67%						I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		7%						I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		7%						I oppose this project entirely		2		13%						I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		14%						I don't care		2		13%						I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		1		2%

				I don't care		2		7%				Yes, tweens and teens Total				15		15%						If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		1		2%

		51-65 Total				28		27%				(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%						I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		1		2%

		Over 65		I support this project as currently proposed		11		44%						I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		40%						It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		1		2%

				I support this project with modifications		6		24%						I oppose this project entirely		2		40%						Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		1		2%

				I don't know if I support or oppose this project		1		4%				(blank) Total				5		5%						Provides for more use of the park by more people.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		2		8%				Grand Total				103		100%						Something for kids to do.		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		4		16%																sounds great!		1		2%

				I don't care		1		4%																The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		1		2%

		Over 65 Total				25		24%																The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		1		2%

		(blank)		I support this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		1		2%

				I oppose this project as currently proposed		1		20%																This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		1		2%

				I oppose this project entirely		3		60%																This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		1		2%

		(blank) Total				5		5%																This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		1		2%

		Grand Total				103		100%																This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		1		2%

																								This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		1		2%

																								We sup
We support outdoor activities.		1		2%

																								(blank)		30		49%

																						I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		1		10%

																								Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		1		10%

																								I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		1		10%

																								I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		1		10%

																								I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		1		10%

																								I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		1		10%

																								I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		1		10%

																								Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		1		10%

																								My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		1		10%

																								The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		1		10%

																						I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		1		17%

																								I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		1		17%

																								The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		1		17%

																								trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		1		17%

																								(blank)		2		33%

																						I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		1		17%

																								The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


		1		17%

																								Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		1		17%

																								(blank)		3		50%

																						I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		1		6%

																								I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 		1		6%

																								I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		1		6%

																								Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		1		6%

																								The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		1		6%

																								The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		1		6%

																								The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		1		6%

																								This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		1		6%

																								Too much potential for bike walker interactions		1		6%

																								We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		1		6%

																								Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  		1		6%

																								With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		1		6%

																								(blank)		4		25%

																						I don't care		(blank)		4		100%

																						Grand Total				103		100%





Data

		Timestamp		Do you support or oppose this project?		Please share your feedback on why you support or oppose this project (or any modifications you'd like to see).		What is your age? (optional)		Do you have kids under 18? (optional)		Name (optional)		Street Address (optional)

		5/12/2022 10:21:06		I don't care				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 10:45:20		I don't care				Under 35		No				609 walnut grove dr

		5/18/2022 12:20:40		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 13:32:35		I don't care				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Richard 		7301 Farmington way 

		5/11/2022 23:20:48		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				Over 65		No		Mark Schmitt		21 Springwood Cir

		5/12/2022 10:03:50		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		The trees near the tennis courts currently serve a wind break. It would be nice if most of those trees can stay or new trees planted as a windbreak for the courts. 		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 15:28:25		I don't know if I support or oppose this project				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:44:59		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		At this point, I am unclear whether or not there are trees that will get cut down, what type of maintenance will occur, priorities within the park, and how it will change the look of the park. I am really concerned that trees will get cut down which are a big piece why I love our park. They provide much needed shade and make our park a sought after space for many people. In addition, we live across the street from the park, and I appreciate how the trees provide a green space and barrier between the tennis courts and the street. I also want to make sure there is regular maintenance of the trails. Right now, we have been asking the city for years to replace the current path that has crumbling blacktop, and is honestly not safe. And yet, that project has yet to occur. I feel strongly that we need to maintain the spaces we have before investing in new projects as well. The current bike path would get a lot more use if it was resurfaced and safe for all ages. While I do not know the group that would use this proposed single path trail, I feel like the path we already have serves a large population from very young to elderly while the path being proposed would serve a much smaller population.  		35-50		Yes, small children		Kristin Pavelec		213 N. Westfield

		5/18/2022 11:05:44		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		trail might interfere with pedestrian traffic		35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:21:41		I don't know if I support or oppose this project		I don't see the need for this. Are there that many mountain bikers in the area?		Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 5:55:29		I oppose this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:52:41		I oppose this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 14:28:26		I oppose this project as currently proposed		Walking path  improvements in the western side of the park would be a non-invasive addition to the park. A gravel path meandering along Westfield is just another element adding to the congestion in the park from soccer and dog park users.		Over 65		No

		5/19/2022 0:48:45		I oppose this project as currently proposed		My main concern is that Walnut Grove Park is already a busy place with multiple attractions, especially in nice weather: (1) The new bike path would cut through the most valuable section of shade trees along the sidewalk near Westfield Road, which people use frequently to sit with friends, picnic, play frisbee, or watch soccer games. (2) The new path would have to cross the existing paved path in two places, so there seems to be the potential for accidents.		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		Mark DuRussel		21 Harwood Cir N

		5/20/2022 9:04:25		I oppose this project as currently proposed				Over 65

		5/20/2022 9:36:49		I oppose this project as currently proposed		The last- minute change in the plan i.e. directing mountain bikes traversing the bike path onto the pavement that circumnavigates the park. This is an obvious move to anticipate & quell opposition to bikes traveling parallel to several homes in Tamarack Trail. Walnut Grove Park has become a routine destination both for the neighborhood and diverse groups who are routinely present. Most park users will cross the mountain bike pathway as they enter the park.  It is unlikely that users will go to any planned park entrance.  A Yoga Group,  preschoolers play group, book club, seniors coffee that regularly use the park will likely go elsewhere.
Walnut Grove Park is among the few in Madison in which walking a dog on the paved pathway is allowed.  Walkers, dog-walkers, parents with strollers and park users in wheelchairs will need to navigate along with bicycles on the shared portion of the paved pathway. 
Pedestrians should be directed which direction to walk as optimal safety dictates that they walk towards oncoming bicycles. 
The proposed path crosses the rear entrance to the dog park which is not mentioned in the plan. 
Red tapes on trees traversing the proposed route at the time of the meeting to address the project & request for funding shortly after indicates that the Parks Department is proceeding despite feedback provided from area residents at the virtual meeting. 
The self assured and congratulatory nature of the speakers and advisor indicate lack of openness to input. 
There must be another Madison Park amenable to a mountain bike trail that is a better choice than Walnut Grove that is well used at present. 


						Hayden McCann

		5/12/2022 7:03:49		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose this project due to the parts of the path along Westfield Rd. That will cause congestion at the intersection of the main entrance to the park and displace the groups that meet along the tree line of Westfield as well as due to the safety concerns of the trail overlapping with the current paved path. This type of trail should be at a larger park where there’s adequate space for this type of trail to be used without disrupting other park uses.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 7:17:25		I oppose this project entirely				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 8:19:25		I oppose this project entirely		The track will cause soil disturbance and sediment runoff in places along the route. It will be muddy and unsightly along Westfield Road. It will cause conflicts and dangerous situations where it overlaps with the pedestrian path and is close to Westfield Road. Seeding with a prairie mix will not work in 50-70% of the area the track is proposed for (I am a professional in establishing and managing native plant areas), erosion will be more marked in the shadier areas. 		Over 65		No		Susan Carpenter		5 Round Hill Cir

		5/12/2022 10:40:45		I oppose this project entirely		We oppose the project because of its eco impact and safety to current users. The money would be better spent improving the current walking path in the park.		Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 11:44:31		I oppose this project entirely		This park path is heavily used by walkers (many senior citizens) and people walking dogs. Having bikes crossing over this path every 1/3 mile creates a very dangerous situation.  Plus this bike path just seems boring.  Why not go through the woods?		Over 65		No				29 Greenhaven Circle

		5/12/2022 19:11:15		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 20:35:58		I oppose this project entirely		I live directly across from the park at 1 Greenhaven Circle. I strongly oppose this bike path. Westfield is the predominant entryway for activities in the park from the sidewalk to the soccer fields, mommy meetings, picnics, people meet ups, etc. everyone would have to cross the bike path. The aesthetics of the green grass look with the trees and shrubbery would not be as nice just as we have frowned upon fences for the look of our neighborhood. I walk the paved path every day as many do. I walk with my dog leash and use the dog park.  I feel this will be very disruptive to our peaceful and well used park. I hope this does not go through. Thanks		Over 65		No		Cindy  Hyman		1 Greenhaven Circle 

		5/14/2022 7:54:40		I oppose this project entirely		Too much potential for bike walker interactions		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/14/2022 11:35:10		I oppose this project entirely		Our park is too busy as is, especially with the dog park, soccer, walkers, social gatherers, etc. Car traffic  is an issue as well, thus the proposed speed bumps/humps. How about Hein, Elver or Wexford instead?!
Also, if the City does not keep the current asphalt path’s condition up, how will the “bike trail” look in future? 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens				North Westfield Road

		5/16/2022 13:36:23		I oppose this project entirely		I oppose because it will impact our family usage of the park and the safety of accessing the playground. 				Yes, small children		Meghan Johnson		7210 Farmington Way

		5/17/2022 21:57:54		I oppose this project entirely		The proposed bike track trail is a great project,just not the right fit for WalnutGrove Park.
Having 3 points where it intersects with pedestrians seems like an accident waiting to happen. Please consider a different park for this project . 
		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 11:11:29		I oppose this project entirely		With limited funding for parks in the city of Madison, I do not feel that having a single-track trail in this particular location is a good use of city funds. I would much rather see the funding used to improve existing surfaces in the parks. For instance the existing paved path in the Walnut Grove park, which is frequently used by runners, walkers, bikers, or people with strollers, could use resurfacing. Additionally, areas such as the basketball and tennis courts could be expanded.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Danielle Bashirullaah		21 Foxboro Circle

		5/18/2022 13:52:42		I oppose this project entirely

		5/18/2022 16:30:52		I oppose this project entirely				51-65		No

		5/19/2022 11:19:58		I oppose this project entirely		Why take a cherished green space and chop it up? Mother Nature did not intend it to be developed.  

		5/20/2022 9:51:46		I oppose this project entirely		The park is often at full capacity now. Numerous parked cars impede the traffic flow on Westfield Road affecting the safety of park users and nearby homeowners. The proposed project will cause even more traffic congestion primarily from park users that don't reside in Walnut Grove. The addition of the unleashed dog park has already caused the increase in parked cars. Walnut Grove Park is our neighborhood park. I wouldn't want to have grass and wooded areas altered to accommodate a bike trail used by non-homeowners. Why does the Walnut Grove Park need to accommodate both an unleashed dog park plus a bike trail? I used to enjoy a peaceful walk through our simple neighborhood park. Now I avoid taking a walk through our park because it seems too congested. I don't believe that I'd ever choose to take a walk through the park if the proposed bike trail is created. I don't want to share the pedestrian paths with fast moving trail bikes. I miss the former serenity of our park.		51-65		No

		5/11/2022 22:10:44		I support this project as currently proposed		Our kids will love this and will increase utilization of our park; biking will be added to the list of activities enjoyed at the park!		35-50		Yes, small children		Bill Schutten		6 Harwood Cir S

		5/11/2022 22:13:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/11/2022 22:13:18		I support this project as currently proposed		This project will complement existing uses of Walnut Grove Park and provide a safe place for family- and environmentally-friendly outdoor exercise — it'll be great to have a mountain bike facility that many people on the west side can walk or bike to instead of driving to.  This will also increase access to outdoor sports across socioeconomic strata, enabling people who might not otherwise be able to access more distant trail systems to enjoy a fun, rewarding, and healthy activity.  Finally, as a Walnut Grove resident with three mountain-bike-loving children, I'm thrilled for the prospect of having excellent trails close to home to enjoy regularly with my family.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		William Benton		313 Oldfield Road

		5/11/2022 22:53:39		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/11/2022 23:11:10		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/11/2022 23:17:57		I support this project as currently proposed		I think a trail would be lots of fun and a great asset to the neighborhood. One modification to the plan I would recommend is to keep the trail off the paved sidewalk on the south side of the park.		35-50		Yes, small children		Jason Morgan		21 Winterset Cir

		5/11/2022 23:26:43		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/12/2022 0:46:46		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No		Dean and Barbara Hekel		7017 Colony Drive

		5/12/2022 6:32:20		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Graeme Ballantyne

		5/12/2022 6:33:07		I support this project as currently proposed		Great use of the park. More activities for the kids to do on the park. Way better idea than the street modification project.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 6:35:01		I support this project as currently proposed		Great add and will bring more folks outside. We need to advocate for outdoor activities. 		51-65		No		Laurie Howard

		5/12/2022 6:36:48		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No		David Platz		34 Harwood Cir N 

		5/12/2022 6:45:48		I support this project as currently proposed		I am so excited about this project! I love mountain biking and live in the neighborhood and have two young kids that will enjoy this for years. I'm not sure the best route for the path. It does seem like people going to soccer games in the fields may need to be careful of bikers crossing their way, but as long as that isn't a big deal than I think this will work great! In some ways I'm surprised the paths didn't go through the woods behind the fields. Seems like that might make more sense. But if this is the best for everyone, then let's do it!		35-50		Yes, small children		Wes Culberson		10 Round Hill Cir.

		5/12/2022 7:11:23		I support this project as currently proposed		I think you should include the alternative trail on the SE side so that there is no shared use of the paved path. That will not be popular and will hinder usage for bike riders as well as walkers on the popular paved path. (remember, you allow dogs on the path too and it leads to the dog part) I am grateful for investment in youth and the investment in helping residents get outside and be healthy. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/12/2022 7:26:00		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No		Kari Boyer		318 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 7:37:24		I support this project as currently proposed		Anything that encourages exercise outdoors is **great**, in my opinion. Strong plus here.		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Jen Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:41:43		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Sal Braico		7317 Whitacre Road

		5/12/2022 7:56:14		I support this project as currently proposed		If kids can use it, then it's a great idea. Adults have plenty of trails in other partks.		Over 65		No		don wylie		410 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/12/2022 8:04:00		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/12/2022 8:27:06		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:24		I support this project as currently proposed		I believe it is a good addition to the park.		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 8:35:29		I support this project as currently proposed		I think this is a great idea! Keep up the great work in improving our area. My family and I look forward to riding. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Laura Swisher		34 Oxwood Circle

		5/12/2022 9:39:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Birgitta		18 Southwick cir

		5/12/2022 10:46:52		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/12/2022 12:22:41		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/12/2022 12:51:59		I support this project as currently proposed		This seems like the perfect place and perfect length for a bike trail.		Over 65		No		Darlene Harper		13 Rye Circle

		5/12/2022 14:34:37		I support this project as currently proposed		I have two young boys, 6 and 3, and I love the idea of this project and then having a safe, fun place to play and practice their biking skills in the neighborhood. There is plenty of room at the park so I don’t see this interfering with anything and it would be a great addition that many ages can use too. 		35-50		Yes, small children		Kari Hampton		301 Oldfield Rd

		5/12/2022 14:42:02		I support this project as currently proposed		I'm always looking for new places to ride that avoid busy streets.  		51-65		No				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/12/2022 14:55:25		I support this project as currently proposed		The city engineer presentation clarified the usage for this trail and I think given the very short length, it will mostly be used by small children/young kids.  I am concerned about the maintenance and "honor system" approach, hopefully signage will encourage folks to not use it when muddy.  Having the path behind the dog park might be an issue.  Dogs could get riled up and be barking much more which causes some inconvenience for neighboring homes.  I will be curious to see what the surface is like and again is this an ongoing maintenance issue/cost?  It's a nice amenity for WG Park which already has so much going for it.  

We do need more pickleball courts as someone mentioned in the Zoom.  Many suburbs of Madison are quickly installing/converting tennis courts while Madison slowly does very little.  Do you know how fast this sport is growing?  It's off the charts and I'm a tennis player that likes pickleball.  CONVERT MORE TENNIS COURTS!  		51-65		No

		5/12/2022 19:28:31		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No

		5/13/2022 8:01:55		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/13/2022 11:48:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This will be a great location for the Memorial HS and possibly the West HS NICA teams to train for races. It will also provide a nearby, safe MTB introduction space for local families.		51-65		No		Scott		413 Walnut Grove Dr.

		5/15/2022 8:27:29		I support this project as currently proposed		This would be a unique addition to our park. Looking forward to trying it out, on bike and foot. 		35-50		Yes, small children				6 Harwood Cir S 

		5/15/2022 8:33:59		I support this project as currently proposed		Excited to have easy access to a fun outdoor sport for families and individuals to take advantage of. The pathway seems like it will minimally impact existing walking trails, which is what most people are probably concerned with. After talking to several people, they are not familiar with what a single track trail looks like, which makes them uncertain of the project’s impacts. Overall, I am very much for this improvement!		Under 35		Yes, small children				Farmington Ct

		5/17/2022 11:22:43		I support this project as currently proposed		sounds great!		35-50		Yes, small children		Jennie Bell		5 Rye Circle

		5/18/2022 10:27:04		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 10:28:53		I support this project as currently proposed		I like this idea! It will let more people enjoy the park, which makes our neighborhood a more fun place to be. If this goes through, I hope that we will have the traffic mitigation plan happen too.		Under 35		No

		5/18/2022 10:30:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		No		Heidi		402 N Gammon

		5/18/2022 10:32:43		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 10:33:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 10:53:36		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		Yes, tweens and teens				Walnut Grove Dr

		5/18/2022 10:56:08		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No				22 Oxwood Circle

		5/18/2022 11:13:21		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 11:23:50		I support this project as currently proposed		This is a great additional use of the space and provide locals with extra oportunities for outside activities. 		35-50		Yes, tweens and teens		Deanna Hoppe		7126 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 11:53:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great idea to expand bike activities in a safe environment.

		5/18/2022 11:56:52		I support this project as currently proposed		I like the extra variety it adds to the park with minimum impact. 		51-65		Yes, tweens and teens		carl Korz		10 Greenhaven Circle

		5/18/2022 12:00:41		I support this project as currently proposed		I support promoting outdoor bike recreation for kids in our neighborhood. I'd rather they have a safe, well-maintained trail to ride instead of trying to create their own across hazardous or private property. When I was a kid, biking through the woods with my friends was a fantastic summer activity. I would have loved to have a trail like the one proposed!		35-50		No		Christopher Luther		7401 Farmington Way

		5/18/2022 12:06:40		I support this project as currently proposed				Under 35		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:09:34		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children

		5/18/2022 12:15:34		I support this project as currently proposed				51-65		No

		5/18/2022 13:37:16		I support this project as currently proposed				Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 14:17:37		I support this project as currently proposed		The "heart" of the woods will not be impacted for the route will be just inside of the woods to the west.		51-65		No		Tom Wall		7309 Whitacre Rd.

		5/18/2022 14:41:54		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, small children		Megan Branch		7109 Farmington Way 

		5/18/2022 16:19:47		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		Yes, tweens and teens

		5/18/2022 16:25:18		I support this project as currently proposed				35-50		No

		5/18/2022 17:46:05		I support this project as currently proposed		This city park is an often  underutilized resource and this addition will help bring others from the area to take advantage of what it offers.		51-65		No

		5/18/2022 18:36:27		I support this project as currently proposed		Something for kids to do.		Over 65		No				Colony Dr.

		5/18/2022 21:13:28		I support this project as currently proposed		Great to have a bike path favoring younger kids.  If it is not safe for younger kids I oppose it. I do not have younger kids in my family but feel it encourages safer biking experiences for them.		Over 65		No

		5/18/2022 21:40:09		I support this project as currently proposed		Provides for more use of the park by more people.		Over 65		No				29 Oxwood Circle

		5/19/2022 6:19:19		I support this project as currently proposed		It’s great to offer more outdoor and active activities right in town. Make full use of our park spaces.		35-50		Yes, small children

		5/19/2022 8:52:44		I support this project as currently proposed		We sup
We support outdoor activities.		Over 65		No		Ron Towle/ELinor Riley		6 Springwood Cir

		5/11/2022 22:13:49		I support this project with modifications		The area proposed is too small  for a quality single track.  I would propose that the area around Jefferson Middle School would be far superior and closer to those children who would use the facility.		Over 65		No		David Phillips		Southwick

		5/12/2022 8:55:11		I support this project with modifications		I support everything about the proposed bike path except the part of the route between B and C where the bike path and the walking path are sharing the same space.  This is not safe for the walkers.  I have been diagnosed with some cardiac artery blockage and need to walk 45 minutes to an hour 5-6 days per week.  Therefore I use that path in the park on those days as do many others.  It will not be safe for me to have bicyclists speeding past me.  Therefore I think that you need to move the bike path between B and C into the park as you have it between C and A.  When I was a young boy I was run over by a bike on a gravel road by a girl who was much older than me but obviously didn't care enough for my safety.		Over 65		No		Allen Liegel		6 Southwick Circle

		5/12/2022 14:22:10		I support this project with modifications		I am concerned with the path of the single track: it cuts through a busy walking path, often filled with children and the elderly. In addition, I am concerned about the additional removal of trees.... Also, the path passes right behind the dog park. I am worried for the dogs and the bikers. The dogs may lunge and bark at the bikers. This will distress both the bikers and the dogs. Also have you consulted with the homeowners that the path cuts through? They seemed unaware of the design when presented.		51-65		No

		5/13/2022 14:03:49		I support this project with modifications		Have the path run only on the north, west and south boundaries of the park, and with any artificial technical features as far from Westfield Road as possible. Do not have any part of the existing paved pathway be used concurrently for the bike trail, except for 90 degree intersections.		Over 65		No		Kim Grimmer		7302 Whitacre Rd

		5/18/2022 16:50:49		I support this project with modifications		I recommend keeping the entire bike  path separate from the existing south walking path.		Over 65		No		Jon Jenson		18 Harwood Circle N

		5/18/2022 19:56:48		I support this project with modifications		I support the proposal, and I plan on using the trail if it comes to pass, but I do have one concern. The project description states, "The proposed trail will be open to all non-motorized vehicles.  This includes bicycles, walkers, hikers, and trail runners." Does this include electric bikes. I personally would prefer not.		Over 65		No		Paul Weimer		14 Oxwood Circle

		5/20/2022 10:24:28		I support this project with modifications		Love bike path but if I’m reading correctly it does not connect in anyway. The creek area behind the park could be an amazing area to connect path and make it more. This path seems a little like…why are you doing this, whereas path through woods would be, yes let’s do that. How used will it be when there’s already a walking path there. 		51-65		No

		5/20/2022 10:55:13		I support this project with modifications		My only concern is where it crosses the entrance to the dog park on the west side. Please ensure that if the gate to the dog park swings out (towards the woods) there is sufficient clearance that it will not block the single track trail and impede the bike traffic.		51-65		No		Lauren Thliveris		22 Stone Crest Circle

		5/20/2022 23:50:13		I support this project with modifications		Amenities like this will give more kids active, physical, exciting things to do outdoors that will help them stay healthy. Many older folks should find this trail useful, as well. Additionally, making this trail suitable for cross country skiing in winter when snow is sufficient would double the value of the trail for many residents, and changing its layout to include this is a change I would like to see! Activities like this, along with tennis, basketball etc., centered in the park should help residents maintain the relatively bucolic nature of our home landscapes--a major reason why many of us live here--while giving us many diverse ways to remain physically active. Adding more park activities should also help bring residents together as they participate in them.		Over 65		No		Brock Woods		13 Winterset Circle.

		5/22/2022 13:14:14		I support this project with modifications		I am generally in support of this project (although I will not be a user of the bike trail). I am concerned about the shared portion of pedestrian pathway and believe this should be redesigned so there is no shared portion. I am also concerned about park users losing the shaded area along N Westfield Rd where they host gatherings and picnics amongst the trees. I believe the path should be moved further into the park so those wishing to use that space along N Westfield can continue to do so and not need to cross over the trail (especially if the trail has features in that area). 		35-50		No















































































































































































































Under 35: 70% support the project (as currently proposed)
35-50: 77% support the project (as currently proposed or with modifications)
51-65: 68% support the project (as currently proposed or with modifications)
Over 65: 68% support the project (as currently proposed or with modifications)

10-16% in each age range oppose the project entirely
0-8% in each age range oppose the project as currently proposed

Question 3:



Question 4:

No: 72% support the project (as currently proposed or with modifications)
Yes, small children: 72% support the project (as currently proposed or with modifications)
Yes, tweens and teens: 67% support the project (as currently proposed or with modifications)

13-16% in each group oppose the project entirely
3-7% in each group oppose the project as currently proposed



Analysis:
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